













AC motors and generators - fractional to 10,000HP
DC motors and generators - fractional to 5,000HP
7’ VPI tank - dynamic balancing to 10,000LBS
2,000HP dynamometer testing
Synchronous up to 7,200VAC, all speeds
Bearing housing repair


















Vertical boring mills to 207” diameter, 128” under tool holder
CNC vertical boring mills to 156”diameter, 120” under tool holder
Lathes to 70" swing over ways, 55" swing over carriage, 220" between centers
456" part length possible with extended bed
CNC horizontal boring mill, 3 axis, 5” spindle, X=93”, Y=81”, Z=67”
Blanchard grinding to 60” diameter
Surface grinding 24”x144” - centerless grinding

Instrumentation calibration - valve stroke calibration
Relay setting - thermography
DCS and PLC installation and modification
Electrical system design and installation
Breaker maintenance
Motor testing (Baker)
Hi-Pot, Megger and PF testing

Motor and pump overhaul - valve disassembly, reseating, overhaul
Actuator overhaul, motor, air, hydraulic
Turbine overhaul - conveying system overhaul and refurbishment
Millwright services as stand alone or in house crew supplement
Custom machines designed and built
System design and installation
Mechanical engineering services
Extrusion press overhaul

Field Services

Predictive Maintenance

Electrical Apparatus Repair

Equipment Storage

Mechanical Repair

Custom Services

Machining

Fabrication

Kingman AZ - 928-757-8424
Phoenix AZ - 602-254-5491
Salt Lake City UT - 801-972-1267

Tucson AZ - 520-887-4816

24 Hour Service















Portable milling machines with up to 84" of travel
Portable boring up to 50” diameter, 48” length
Line boring - key cutting
OD shaft machining up to 48” diameter
Flange facing up to 264” diameter
Field threading in metric and standard - stud removal
Custom field machining applications and equipment design















Piping system design and repair - structural design and fabrication
Tank rebuilding and replacement
Build up for erosion, corrosion, cavitation, heat exchangers and valves
Boiler tube replacement and repair - pressure vessel design and repair
Heat exchanger design and fabrication including re-tubing and
tube sheet replacements
R, S and U Stamp qualified programs

Thermography
Vibration analysis
Ultrasonic testing
Dissolved gas analysis
Balance of rotating elements in the field or shop
Precision laser alignment

NIST traceable M&TE program
Cause and corrective action program
Certified weld inspectors (AWS CWI) on staff
ASME Codes-Sections I, II, IV, V, VIII, IX and B31.1
Over 300 ASME compliant approved Weld Process Specifications (WPS)
All welders qualified to ASME Section IX and/or AWS D1.1







$3M inventory - electric motors, drives and parts
Fractional - 1,000HP in stock
208-230/460V, 2300/4160V inventory
Complete drop in replacements and conversion capabilities
Over 10,000 square feet of covered and climate controlled warehouse
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